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L3Harris Technologies is an agile 
global aerospace and defense 
technology innovator, delivering 
end-to-end solutions that meet 
customers’ mission-critical needs.
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JP Metcalf

Great shirt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello and welcome everyone. My name is JP Metcalf and I’m a commercial sales engineer at L3Harris Geospatial. I’ve been with L3Harris for a little under a year now. In the early part of my career, I was active duty Navy doing strike intelligence onboard the USS Nimitz. After the Navy, I did my undergrad in GIS and my masters in Remote Sensing Intelligence at Naval Postgraduate School. From there, I performed research mainly with LiDAR, photogrammetry and hyperspectral for 10 years.

mailto:jp.metcalf@L3Harris.com
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Agenda

• Introduction
• 2020: A Year in Review for Disasters
• The Disaster Management Cycle

– Mitigate
– Prepare
– Respond
– Recover

• Case Studies
• Disaster Management Website
• Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a quick look of what I will cover today.
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Occurrence of Non- COVID Disasters in 2020

Source: https://www.undrr.org/publication/2020-non-covid-year-disasters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s go over some disaster background, Last year, the entire globe was focused on combatting the COVID19 pandemic, leaving little room to mentally prepare for the disasters to come. The graphic shown here comes from the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction illustrating the numbers of non covid related disaster events by continent and top 14 countries.Overall, a total of 389 disaster events occurred in 2020 alone.The Asian continent experienced the highest numbers of disasters at 161 events. Indonesia accounts for 29 of those events where 25 of those were flooding. India and China experienced lower event numbers yet suffered the largest human impacts with 19.6 million people and 14.9 million people affected, respectively.In the next few slides, the report on disasters in 2020 breaks those numbers down by disaster type, number of deaths and economic loss and then compares those to the average number over the past 2 decades.

https://www.undrr.org/publication/2020-non-covid-year-disasters
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Occurrence by Disaster Type

Source: https://www.undrr.org/publication/2020-non-covid-year-disasters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The year 2020 experienced a slightly higher number of total disasters when compared to the annual average from 2000 to 2019.The chart shows that the uptick in total events was mainly from weather related disasters like flooding and storms.There were 23% more floods in 2020 than the annual average of 163 and there were 26% more storms than the annual average of 102.Notice that the proportionality of the counts by disaster type remain relatively the same.

https://www.undrr.org/publication/2020-non-covid-year-disasters
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Number of Deaths by Disaster Type

Source: https://www.undrr.org/publication/2020-non-covid-year-disasters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The number of deaths was  way lower for 2020 than the average for the previous 2 decades.Extreme temperatures were the deadliest type of disasters accounting for 42% of the total amount of deaths, followed closely by floods which accounted for 41% of total deaths for 2020.Summer heat waves in Europe were the deadliest events for the 2nd year in a row.With 30 named storms, the 2020 Atlantic Ocean hurricane season broke the record for the highest number of named storms. Hurricane Eta was the most impactful of these storms, killing 394 people and affecting 7.1 million people in 10 countries stretching from Colombia to the USA.

https://www.undrr.org/publication/2020-non-covid-year-disasters
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Economic Losses by Disaster Type

Source: https://www.undrr.org/publication/2020-non-covid-year-disasters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall, the economic loss in billions of dollars was higher when compared to the 2-decade average.The chart shows that flooding and storm damage are some of the highest costing types of events which I’m sure is related to their frequency.In a year of record-breaking storms and wildfires the Americas suffered 53% of total economic losses, largely in the USA which experienced the bulk of the year’s most costly climate-related disasters.

https://www.undrr.org/publication/2020-non-covid-year-disasters
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The Disaster Management Cycle

Prepare

RespondRecover

Mitigate

Disaster
Event

Responding To An Event 
That Has Occurred 

Preparation For An Event 
That May Occur

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emergency managers think of disasters as recurring events with 4 phases: Mitigation, Preparedness, Response and Recovery.The graphic on the left shows the relationship between the 4 phases of the disaster management cycleAn important thing to note is that all communities are in at least one phase of the cycle at any time.The Mitigation and Preparedness phases all occur prior to a disaster event while the Response and Recovery phases occur post-eventRemote sensing imagery, whether from land, air, or space, can play a large part in the ability inform emergency managers during each stage in the disaster management cycle. 
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System Variables

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to effectively utilize remote sensing and geospatial data in disaster management related projects, it’s important to understand the time constraints for project completion as well as the availability of data and resources in order to maximize the benefit to disaster management organizations and personnel. For example, a project involving the determination of fire prone areas might first evaluate the modalities of remote sensing that better suited map fire related variables. Then, you can allocate the time, cost, and resources needed to process the data and disseminate the information in time for mitigation activities to occur.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s a relationship between the time you must complete a project and which stage of the disaster management cycle your project area is in.Prior to an event, you can allocate much more time to accomplish mitigation efforts such as mapping flood prone areas. The available time condenses just prior to an event where information needs to be disseminated quickly and widely as possible, early hurricane warning for example.Just after the event occurs, information relating to search and rescue is much more useful if released quickly and accurately.In the recovery phase, a longer amount of time can be devoted to imaging larger areas can be imaged to help determine the extent of damage and monitor recovery.
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Data Availability

LiDAR
High / Low Resolution High / Low Resolution

SAR
High Resolution High Resolution

Low Resolution

Multispectral
High Resolution High Resolution

Low Resolution

Hyperspectral
High / Low Resolution High / Low Resolution

Disaster EventMitigate Prepare Respond Recover

Timeline of Events

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The availability of remote sensing data mainly revolves around altitude. High availability of imagery and frequent revisit rate is often related to space borne sensors. Multispectral satellites in the geo belt such as GOES are useful for the detection of hurricane formation and missile early warning as they have frequent views of an entire hemisphere but at the expense of spatial resolution.  The sub-meter to a few meters resolution imaging satellites are found in a sun synchronous low earth orbit. The high spatial resolution satellites are often large buses having revisit rates on the order of days. To get the revisit rate down, constellations of small multispectral and SAR satellites such as Planet and Capella have been going up in recent years allowing daily or near daily revisits.Hyperspectral and LiDAR data is mostly captured from aerial platforms and often small areas with infrequent revisit rates.Satellite hyperspectral sensor do exist although their spatial resolution is quite low when compared to their multispectral counterparts.
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Latest GOES-East CONUS

https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/GOES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s one of the latest GOES-East image loops showing Hurricane Elsa making it’s way to the Tampa Bay area as of 6 July 2021. Water bodies and land are shown as greyscale where land is brighter than the water.News as of yesterday morning tells us that the hurricane was downgraded to a tropical storm by the time it hit land. The National Oceanographic Atmospheric Administration or NOAA releases these loops called sandwich products which are a combination of visible and infrared bands to show high resolution and temperature.The loop covers 2 hours and is made up of 24 images.Gifs like these can be downloaded from star.nesdis.noaa.gov

https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/GOES
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Disaster Mitigation

L3Harris Geospatial solutions are used to:
• Inventory assets in areas prone to disasters
• Perform vulnerability analysis to identify 

hazard zones, fault lines and land 
subsidence

• Evaluate risks to population centers and 
infrastructure

• Make effective land use planning and 
design decisions

• Undertake hazard-specific control activities 
such as reducing fire fuel around structures

• Understand changes over time to 
landscapes, population centers and more

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the disaster mitigation phase, it’s important to understand the risks to a given area so that strategies can be developed to try to prevent or lessen the impact to people and property.Some examples of the mitigation phase are to create inventories of things like critical infrastructure or forests, monitor elevation changes in urban areas and understand how landscapes change overtime with frequent monitoring.
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Early Warning Signs of Crop Failure

Data Availability

Resource Availability

Time To Complete Project
Hours Years

Laptop Server

Daily Commissioned

Keep an eye on scale 
of the project

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The continuous analysis of crop health is achieved with multispectral and sometimes hyperspectral sensors.Depending on the size of cropland, the complete failure of a crop can have a large effect on the local populationThe Crop Science module in ENVI was developed to delineate and track the health of fields both small and large over their lifecycle.In this example, individual trees within a citrus orchard were vectorized from airborne imagery and their NDVI values were computed for each tree.The gradient from red to green shows how well a tree is doing compared to the rest of the orchard.With the higher spatial resolution coming from airborne and UAV platforms, individual plants can be delineated and their performance within a field can be analyzed using hot spot analysis.Notice that in the bottom right, I’ve included some visual metrics on data and resource availability as well as time to complete for this case study and I’ve included them for some of the rest of the examples. 
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Power Utilities Monitoring

Time To Complete Project
Hours Years

Resource Availability
Laptop Server

Data Availability
Daily Commissioned

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For power utilities companies, it’s important to monitor the encroachment of vegetation on power lines and power poles as well as making regular maintenance on the equipment.Encroaching vegetation not only is hazardous as a source for wildfires but the subsequent power outage can result in a whole host of issues such as livestock loss due to lack of refrigeration.Aerial LiDAR collection along corridors can help with mitigation by providing highly accurate point measurements in X,Y, and Z of the power lines, power equipment, and the surrounding terrain.Automatic extraction algorithms in LiDAR point cloud focused software such as ENVI LiDAR and Amplify can extract power line and power pole objects to determine metrics like line sag and power pole lean.Within the yellow cylinder on the left graphic, points colored red are encroaching within 10 feet of the power pole. This customer also wanted to know if any poles were leaning in in excess of 5 degrees, this pole was found to be 8 degrees.Beyond the LIDAR capability, you can collect high resolution oblique imagery using UAVs and then identify utilities assets and whether they are damaged or not with deep learning models. WRITE MORE
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Forest Inventory

Time To Complete Project
Hours Years

Resource Availability
Laptop Server

Data Availability
Daily Commissioned

What data do you have 
available and how 

much compute power?
Tree Location Colored By NDVI

0 NDVI .7 NDVI.35 NDVI

DSM – DEM = Canopy Layer

15 meters0 Meters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creating forest inventories lends itself to the mitigation process by determining metrics for fire modeling and prediction.LiDAR works particularly well for forest inventory since the laser light can often penetrate the forest canopy, characterizing the terrain where other modalities would have a hard time seeing the ground.You can automatically extract individual tree height and their crown diameters with the use of feature extraction in ENVI LiDAR.Two extremely useful raster products derived from topographic lidar are the digital surface and elevation models, or height maps from both the terrain and the canopy.If you subtract the elevation model from the surface model, you obtain the normalized tree heightAdding tree health is as simple as fusing multispectral imagery, such as sentinel 2 with the height data and producing NDVI for each tree.
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Monitoring Subsidence

Time To Complete Project
Hours Years

Resource Availability
Laptop Server

Data Availability
Daily Commissioned

-10 mm 0        10mm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In July of 2019, a highway near our office in CO had a major collapse.Cracking was seen the night before so the lanes were closed prior to collapse.Curious as to how this happened, a colleague examined 30 SAR scenes from sentinel 1 going back to the previous year and then leveraged ENVI Sarscape’s small baseline subsets processing to determine the vertical displacement over time.The graphic on the left is showing movement over time in millimeters towards the direction of the ascending node.The large lakebed in the voided area was found to have upward displacement while the highway overpass near the lakebed shows downward displacement.Major movement of the highway toward the lakebed was found to occur in April, approximately 4 months before ethe collapse.
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Disaster Preparation

https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Industry-Solutions/Disaster-Management

Prepare for disasters by using L3Harris 
Geospatial solutions to:
• Analyze imagery to detect early stages of 

drought, hurricanes, floods and volcanic 
eruptions

• Monitor land displacement and 
deformation for potential landslide activity

• Map low-lying areas that may be prone to 
flooding and inundation

• Map the quickest evacuation routes to 
safety

• Develop hazard models to understand 
impacts of a disaster

• Design disaster warning systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The disaster preparation phase includes planning, training, and educational activities for events that cannot be mitigated. Examples include detecting early stages of drought, hurricanes, and floods, mapping the quickest routes to safety, and designing early warning systems in order to disseminate information in the right places quickly.

https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Industry-Solutions/Disaster-Management
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Tsunami Detection

https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Learn/Case-Studies/Case-Studies-Detail/ArtMID/10204/ArticleID/23543/IDL-Programming-Language-is-Engine-Behind-Australian-Tsunami-Decision-Tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An earthquake strong enough to potentially trigger a tsunami affecting Australia occurs on average about once a week. Within minutes of an earthquake striking, seismic data related to the quake is loaded into a Tsunami Decision Support Tool (DST) at the Joint Australian Tsunami Warning Centre (JATWC) hosted by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (The Bureau) and Geoscience Australia (GA).Residents of coastal areas have less than 30 minutes to prepare for the waves that might come ashore once an earthquake occurs. Automated messages are generated through email, text and Twitter showing dynamic web maps where the tsunami is likely to form and where it might hit.

https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Learn/Case-Studies/Case-Studies-Detail/ArtMID/10204/ArticleID/23543/IDL-Programming-Language-is-Engine-Behind-Australian-Tsunami-Decision-Tool
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Fire Safety Zones

Time To Complete Project
Hours Years

Resource Availability
Laptop Server

Data Availability
Daily Commissioned

What data do you have 
available and how 

much compute power?

1x Vegetation 
Height

8x Vegetation 
Height

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The calculation of fire safety zones are used to determine where you can approach and fight fires without getting burned. This example compares the flame height to the safe distance you must stand from it. To develop safety zones within a fire area, we combined aerial lidar and sentinel 2 imageryThe calculation for the safe zone is 8 times the height of the vegetation
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Generalized Workflow

LiDAR Point Cloud

Digital Elevation Model

Digital Surface Model

Tree Locations (Crop Count)

Sentinel 2 Image Tree Health

Safe Separation Distance

Canopy Model

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A workflow to generate fire safety zones looks a little like this.You start with a LiDAR point cloud of the forested area.Create both the digital elevation and digital surface modelsSubtract the elevation from the surface to obtain canopy height.You can use ENVI crop science to identify each individual tree in vector formAnd then fuse in the NDVI from a multispectral source like Sentinel 2.
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The Disaster Management Cycle: Response

https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Industry-Solutions/Disaster-Management

L3Harris Geospatial offers solutions for 
effective disaster response to:
• Rapidly assess and map the severity and 

impact of damage
• Map and evaluate the status of critical 

infrastructure and facilities
• Identify risks of secondary damage to the 

community from imminent hazards
• Identify open routes to aid search and 

rescue operations
• Provide real-time situational awareness to 

first responders
• Estimate the number of displaced citizens 

by evaluating building damage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The response phase occurs in the immediate aftermath of a disaster. During the response phase, business and other operations do not function normally. Personal safety and wellbeing in an emergency and the duration of the response phase depend on the level of preparedness. Examples of effective response is to rapidly assess the severity and impact of damage, identify risks of secondary damage to the community, and provide real time situational awareness to disaster responders.

https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Industry-Solutions/Disaster-Management
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Volcano Eruption

https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Learn/Case-Studies/Case-Studies-Detail/ArtMID/10204/userid/277078/ArticleID/23557/Lava-Plumes-and-Machine-Learning-Oh-My

Kilauea Eruption 2018
Worldview 2 – 8 bands

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here on the left is an 8-band Worldview-2 image collected over the Hawaiian Kilauea eruption in 2018.In the RGB composite, the lava plume is clearly visible but mixed in with clouds, the hope was that we could classify the molten lava, the dark previous lava flow and discriminate the plume from the clouds.On the right, a false color composite with the near infrared bands was found to highlight the active lava flow well.After radiometric calibration, pan-sharpening, and atmospheric correction in ENVI, a deep learning model was produced to classify the 3 lave related classesThe bottom right shows the classifier doing a great job of defining the active lava flow, the now cold lava, and discerning the active gaseous plume from the higher clouds.

https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Learn/Case-Studies/Case-Studies-Detail/ArtMID/10204/userid/277078/ArticleID/23557/Lava-Plumes-and-Machine-Learning-Oh-My
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Mapping Tornado Path

Time To Complete Project
Hours Years

Resource Availability
Laptop Server

Data Availability
Daily Commissioned

Don’t lose the forest for 
the trees. You don’t 
need perfect results, 

just good enough.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In March of 2020, a tornado went through Nashville Tennessee causing residential damage.Just after disasters like this happen in the United States, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration or NOAA will often collect nadir and oblique aerial imagery and disseminate the mosaics for public consumption. At 15 cm spatial resolution, building damage is readily apparent so a deep learning model was trained using the aerial imagery to identify damaged buildings.Using IDL, the programming language associate with ENVI, the tornado path is illustrated by fitting a least squares line along the highest density of damaged buildings.
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Mapping Derecho Path

Time To Complete Project
Hours Years

Resource Availability
Laptop Server

Data Availability
Daily Commissioned

Simple solution can be 
just as powerful as 

complex

August 2020

Path of Iowa Derecho

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In August 2020, the derecho that hit Iowa resulted in severe economic damage. If you haven’t heard the term derecho before, it’s the Spanish word for “straight”, and in this context,  it’s a straight, widespread, long-lived, windstorm that is associated with a fast-moving group of severe thunderstorms.In this example, images from Planet 2 were downloaded from before and after the derecho and a deep learning model was trained to determine the extent of crop damage in red.
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The Disaster Management Cycle: Recovery

https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Industry-Solutions/Disaster-Management

L3Harris Geospatial offers solutions for 
disaster recovery to:
• Visualize, map and assess damage
• Understand and quantify landscape changes
• Update new baseline maps of affected areas
• Monitor the rate of recovery including debris 

removal, vegetation regrowth, reconstruction
• Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of 

different recovery strategies and methods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The recovery phase focuses on actions to return an area to normal or near normal conditions through rebuilding and rehabilitation. This requires gathering information, understanding where the greatest need is, prioritizing work, distributing resources and monitoring the recovery.Long-term recovery includes restoring economic activity and rebuilding community facilities and housing.

https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Industry-Solutions/Disaster-Management
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Cyclone Idai Flood Detection

Time To Complete Project
Hours Years

Resource Availability
Laptop Server

Data Availability
Daily Commissioned

SAR shows signal 
differences between 

water and the 
surrounding surfaces

Sentinel 1 Intensity Series

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intense tropical cyclone Idai was one of the worst tropical cyclones on record to affect Africa and the southern Hemisphere in March of 2019.The long lived Idai brought strong winds and caused severe flooding in Madagascar, Mozambique, Malawi and Zimbabwe, killing at least 1300 people and affecting more than 3 million. SAR intensity time series from the Sentinel 1 sensor can show flooded areas. The intensity of the signal return can drop as most of the signal has been reflected away from the smooth water surface.
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Tornado Damage Classification with Deep Learning

https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/docs/envideeplearningtutorialmultiplefeatures.html

Time To Complete Project
Hours Years

Resource Availability
Laptop Server

Data Availability
Daily Commissioned

Deep learning can be 
trained to classify what 

you “see”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example, 3 band imagery from the NOAA website I mentioned earlier was acquired showing the aftermath of the Joplin Missouri tornado in May of 2011.  Nearly 7000 homes were completely destroyed, and 875 homes suffered minor to severe damage.Damage categories present in the imagery included surface and structural damage, rubble piles and blue tarps. Using our deep learning module, these spatially and spectrally complex categories were quickly labeled in a few subset images and then a model was trained in under 30 minutes to identify these classes in other larger tiles from the same collect.The output classification image is shown in the bottom left graphic where the tornado path is apparent.

https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/docs/envideeplearningtutorialmultiplefeatures.html
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Current Work: Rooftop Tarp Delineation with Deep Learning

Emergency Response Imagery from NOAA: https://storms.ngs.noaa.gov/

Time To Complete Project
Hours Years

Resource Availability
Laptop Server

Data Availability
Daily Commissioned

Deep learning models 
are reusable, reducing 

training time

Hurricane Delta

October 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On NOAA’s Storms site, you can reach their WMTS layers and quickly visualize their imagery to look for any signs of post event damage. You can also download the tiles as cloud optimized geotiffs as well as the raw aerial imagery used to create the mosaic.One of their recent collects was right after Hurricane Delta which mainly impacted the Lake Charles area and coastal Louisiana in the United States.I used the deep learning model from the tornado damage classification example a few slides ago to classify the tarps in this new dataset. A little refinement was needed to retrain the model to discard pools and then I classified all tiles available as well as the tiles from the previous Hurricane Laura.The full process to arrive at delineated tarps will be presented at the ESRI User Conference in the middle of this month.

https://storms.ngs.noaa.gov/
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Disaster Management Focused Site (New)

www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Industry-Solutions/Disaster-Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a new disaster management focused site located on L3HarrisGeospatial.com. You can reach the site under the Industry Solutions tab towards the top. Inside, we talk about a lot of what we went over today and how the Disaster Management Cycle applies to all types of disasters beyond what was discussed today.

https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Industry-Solutions/Disaster-Management
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Disaster Related Material on L3Harrisgeospatial.com

• Case Studies
– Co-seismic Deformation Quantified Following Greek Earthquake Using ENVI SARscape, 4/13/2021
– An Australian City Council Leverages Deep learning for Tree Inventory, 2/25/2021
– U.S. DoD Partner Uses DTM Data to Mitigate Effects of Climate Change, 12/2/2020
– Environmental Applications for ENVI Deep Learning, 9/25/2020
– Highway Collapse: Monitoring Subsidence Using ENVI SARscape, 9/10/2020
– ENVI Deep Learning Identifies Damaged Building Structures in Wake of Nashville Tornado, 7/22/2020

• Webinars
– Surface Motion Monitoring Using SAR Interferometric Techniques, 6/9/2021
– Remote Sensing Solutions for Emergency Response, 11/10/2020
– Create Accurate Image Classification Products to Aid in Disaster Response Efforts, 9/22/2020
– Utilities, Drones and Imagery: How Utilities Use Imagery to Gain Insights, 4/24/2020

• During Pandemic – Geospatial Distancing on YouTube
– Hot Mess: Remote Sensing Applications for Wildfires and Other Natural Disasters, 3/1/2021
– Episode 1: Monitoring the Impact of Covid-19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you head over to l3harrisgeospatial.com, you’ll find a wealth of disaster related information from just the last year in the form of past webinars, white papers, case studies and even informal videos.You’ll notice from some of the titles that SAR and deep learning processing are becoming frequent topics applied to disaster related work. 

https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Learn/Case-Studies/Case-Studies-Detail/ArtMID/10204/ArticleID/24029/Co-seismic-Deformation-Quantified-Following-Greek-Earthquake-Using-ENVI174-SARscape174
https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Learn/Case-Studies/Case-Studies-Detail/ArtMID/10204/ArticleID/24015/An-Australian-City-Council-Leverages-Deep-Learning-for-Tree-Inventory
https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Learn/Case-Studies/Case-Studies-Detail/ArtMID/10204/ArticleID/23986/US-DoD-Partner-Uses-DTM-Data-to-Mitigate-Effects-of-Climate-Change
https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Learn/Case-Studies/Case-Studies-Detail/ArtMID/10204/ArticleID/23967/Environmental-Applications-for-ENVI-Deep-Learning
https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Learn/Case-Studies/Case-Studies-Detail/ArtMID/10204/ArticleID/23954/Highway-Collapse-Monitoring-Subsidence-Using-ENVI-SARscape
https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Learn/Case-Studies/Case-Studies-Detail/ArtMID/10204/ArticleID/23926/ENVI-Deep-Learning-Identifies-Damaged-Building-Structures-in-Wake-of-Nashville-Tornado
https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Company/Events/Webinar/Webinar-Detail/ArtMID/10251/ArticleID/24054/Surface-Motion-Monitoring-Using-SAR-Interferometric-Techniques
https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Company/Events/Webinar/Webinar-Detail/ArtMID/10251/ArticleID/23981/Remote-Sensing-Solutions-for-Emergency-Response
https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Company/Events/Webinar/Webinar-Detail/ArtMID/10251/ArticleID/23960/Create-Accurate-Image-Classification-Products-to-Aid-Disaster-Response-Efforts
https://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/Company/Events/Webinar/Webinar-Detail/ArtMID/10251/ArticleID/23924/Utilities-Drones-and-Imagery-How-Utilities-Use-Imagery-to-Gain-Insights
https://www.youtube.com/user/ExelisVIS
https://l3harris-e1.prod.fire.glass/resources?rid=6220d250a3fd090b5016ad9dd8c7879c1f4a85a7e16978e147d40cda0b06c880&url=https%3A%2F%2Fi.ytimg.com%2Fan_webp%2FHCyaXcPKzEg%2Fmqdefault_6s.webp%3Fdu%3D3000%26sqp%3DCMiclIcG%26rs%3DAOn4CLCv1J70yoPjsC3drax9X6Ui6Rk3tw&cid=__FGL__827884090404c92a0e9808b289597317eb1501af0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000&bdk=cookiesEncryptionDisabled&eid=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ZnyZmbxGVU&force_isolation=true
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Questions?

J.P. Metcalf
Sales Engineer

L3Harris Geospatial
jp.metcalf@l3harris.com

Find out more on www.L3HarrisGeospatial.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We do have a 30-day free evaluation of deep learning which you can find on our website www.L3HarrisGeospatial.com

mailto:jp.metcalf@l3harris.com
http://www.l3harrisgeospatial.com/
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